Bedhead strips
Components for the power network

The BTicino bedhead strip was conceived paying particular attention to ergonomics,
design and technology state of the art, with the objective of obtaining a product that
would ensure the comfort of both patients and medical personnel. Equipped with three
T5 type lighting bodies with electronic power supply, the type of lighting produced is
suitable for all typical hospitalisation situations: room light, reading light, examination
light. The device meets all the specific connectivity requirements: patient pushbutton
panel, electric sockets, and data connection.
The length of the bedhead strip varies depending on the number of sockets required.
Different colour finishes are also available.
The top of the bedhead strip is sloped, to prevent objects from being placed on it.

Bedhead strip profile

The following components are available:
- 2-centre 10/16 A German/Italian standard socket;
- 2-centre 10/16 A Italian standard socket
- 1 pole NO pushbutton (examination light control)
Electric user box
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Description

Communication devices

- Supporting profile in extruded aluminium, available in lengths of 900 mm, 1200 mm,
and 1600 mm, anodized or painted surface finish
- Plastic heads integrated with the profile
- Protection index: IP40;
- Polycarbonate top and bottom reflectors, longitudinal clear prismatic reeding
- Electric device Class I.

Lighting

The following devices are available:
- Nurse call and light control;
- Cat. 6 UTP data transmission
Installation mode

- The bedhead strip can be installed on plasterboard or concrete walls. It can be installed using the specific bracket supplied;
- All the lighting and power components are wired to the terminal board, for easy connection to the power network
Standards

- Indirect general lighting, without blinding spots, with T5 single-lamp or two-lamp
unit, 24W, 28W, 39W
- Reading light with 24W T5 single-lamp direct light unit
- Medical examination illumination with contemporary switching on of additional direct 24W T5 lamp, reading light, and indirect light
- Lighting with on/off function.
Room light
Room light

- European Directive BT 2006/95/CE.
- European Directive EMC 2004/108/CE.
- Medical Device European Directive 93/42/CEE (L.D. 24/02/1997, No. 46)
and 2007/47/CE (L.D. 25/01/2010, No. 37).
- Standard about Medical Supply Units UNI ISO 11197.
- Standard about Electrical Safety EN 60601-1 (CEI 62-5).
- Standard about Electromagnetic Compatibility EN 60601-1-2 (CEI 70-1).
- Class IA product according to the European Directive 93/42 CEE.
Dimensional data
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Reading light
Fixing centre of the installation holes: h = 1760 mm from the ground.
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* Item to be ordered separately

Legend

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extruded
VDI compartment cover
Wall fixing Bracket
Heads
Cover
Diffuser
Joint cover
Cover with window

9. Surround plate for pre-wired modules
10. Pre-wired modules
11. Reflecting shields
12. Electronic power supplies
13. Electrical sheet
14. Terminal board for electric functions
15. Cable
16. Drip hook *

- The channel, available in lengths of 900 mm, 1200 mm, and 1600 mm, is made of
extruded aluminium. 2 standard finishes are available:
- anodized ARC 10 CO
- white RAL 9010 painted
and upon request 4 colour finishes are also available:
- light blue RAL 6034 painted;
- blue RAL 5024 painted;
- yellow RAL 1034 painted;
- red purple RAL 4001 painted;
- On the covers, the windows for the installation of controls and electric sockets, and the
surround plates, have been obtained by milling.
- The extruded is fastened to the wall using an aluminium brackets with fastening
screws and plates.
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Extruded Description (1)

VDI compartment cover Description (2)

- The cover of the VD compartment is made of extruded PVC. Colour RAL 9010
- The PVC cover of the VDI compartment is fastened to the channel using a pressure
teeth.

Wall fixing Bracket Description (3)

-

Bracket in anodized aluminium ARC 10 CO.
Punched holes at regular intervals
Size of holes 6.5 x 20 mm.
Recommended height from the ground: 1760 mm

The heads are made of moulded polycarbonate for the white version (RAL 9010), and
moulded and painted polycarbonate for the Tech colour version.
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Head Description (4)
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Cover Description (5-8)

- Finishing cover and cover with window made of extruded aluminium. They are available in the anodized and painted versions.

Diffuser Description (6)

The prismatic diffusers are made of extruded polycarbonate.
They are joined to the aluminium profile using a snap fitting system.

Joint cover Description (7)

- Visible joint cover when item is installed
The joint cover is made of moulded polycarbonate for the white version (RAL 9010),
and moulded and painted polycarbonate for the Tech colour version.
- Invisible joint cover when item is installed (A)
The invisible joint cover is made of coloured moulded polycarbonate.
The joint cover is mounted at the point where the covers are joined together.

Surround plate Description (9)

The 4 module surround plates are made of moulded polycarbonate for the white version
(RAL 9010), and moulded and painted polycarbonate for the Tech colour version.
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Pre-wired module Description (10)

The pre-wired modules consist of:
- Rolled passivated zinc plated screws
- Moulded polycarbonate Livinglight supports
- Moulded polycarbonate Matix supports
- Moulded polyamide ratchets
- 4 module boxes made of polystirene, with cut-out templates for cable passage.
- Punched passivated zinc plated steel clips.
- The supports are fitted to the boxes with screws, while the pre-wired module is fitted
to the DIN rail inside the channel, and secured using a 1/4 turn ratchet. The electric
connection is ensured by quick connectors.

A

The electric units are made of 2 main elements:
Reflecting shield (11)

- Made of white powder painted (RAL 9010) extruded aluminium
- The white (RAL 9010) reflecting shield supports, made of polycarbonate, are moulded
and have a material glow wire resistance of 850°. They are secured to the reflecting
shield with pressure teeth.
- The lamp holders, with and without spring, are made of plastic and metal. They are
secured to the reflecting shield supports with pressure teeth.
- The electric units are on DIN rail and are secured using a 1/4 turn polyamide ratchet.
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Electric unit Description

Electronic power supply (12)

- T5 lamp power supply.
- The shields and the power supply units are joined together using a screw and plate
system.
- Programmed start: start-up circuit without fluttering, which pre-heats (0.5 s) the
electrodes of the lamp. This enables the lamps to switch on and off without limiting
their duration.
- Smart power: consistent light, irrespective of network voltage variations.
- The unit is protected from voltage peaks and incorrect connections.
- Automatic stop circuit activated within 5 seconds in case of lamp fault (safety stop);
after the lamp is replaced, the reactor is reset automatically.
- With universal connector for manual and automatic connection.

Electronic card Description (13)

- The basis of the box containing the electronic card and the cover are made of moulded
polycarbonate.
- The nuts are made of turned and galvanised brass, degreased and pickled.
- The rolled passivated zinc plated screws are made of steel.
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Terminal board Description (14)

- The terminal board has a metal core and a polyamide enclosure, VO fire class according
to VL94.
- It is hooked to the DIN rail
Technical data:
- Max. current load:
- Rated voltage increase:
- Overvoltage category:
- Insulating materials unit;
- Connection according to the
following standards:
- Rated current In:
- Rated voltage In:
- Min. solid connector section:
- Max. solid connector section:
- Min. flexible connector section:
- Max. flexible connector section:
- Min. AWG/kcmil connector section:
- Max. AWG/kcmil connector section:
- Connection type:

28 A (conductors with 4 mm2 section)
8 KV
III
I
IEC 60947-7-1
24 A
800 V
0,08 mm2
4 mm2
0,08 mm2
2,5 mm2
28
12
spring

Grounding cable Description (15)

The grounding cables, consisting of a Faston connector and steel clips for connection to
the covers of the bedhead strip, are secured to the extruded parts of the cover and the
channel with pressure teeth. Cable section is 2.5 mmq.

Drip hook Description (16)

- The drip hook is made of die cast "CROMO MAT" type electrolytic chrome plated ZAMAK, in accordance with STS057 specifications.
- Thanks to the "T" housing, it can be inserted in both the bedhead strip and the gas
channel.

* Item to be ordered separately (BH00204 - BH00204AB)
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Bedhead strip with antimicrobial finish

With the exception of the diffusers, all the components of the bedhead strip in the antimicrobial finish are made using a technology and material that makes them
antibacterial. This technology ensures the non proliferation of bacteria, viruses, fungus, without creating immunization or resistance effect (physical rather than chemical
destruction). It is particularly effective on staphylococcus aureus cells, which are methicillin resistant.
It is nevertheless recommended that the devices are kept clean, to ensure perfect hygiene.
Antimicrobial finish available in white colour.
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Specific features for BHAL21008TH
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1. Indirect light
2. 2-centre 10/16 A Italian standard socket
3. 2-centre 10/16 A German/Italian standard socket
4. Direct light
5. Patient pushbutton panel socket
6. 2-centre 10/16 A Italian standard socket
7. Examination light control pushbutton
Wiring diagram - Hospitalisation room with one bed
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P3= General room light on/off pushbutton installed outside the room
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Wiring diagram - Hospitalisation room with two beds
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P3= General room light on/off pushbutton installed outside the room
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BTicino SpA reserves at any time the right to modify the contents of this booklet and to communicate, in any form and modality, the changes brought to the same.
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